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RTTPOR'r ON GENDER SENSI'r'rZA',l'lON PROGRAMMTI l7'2:O
TITLE OF TIIE PROGRAM: SEMINAR ON HT]IVIAN RIGHTS

RESOURCE PERSON: SRI L. SHMKUMA& ADVOCATE

NO OF ST{IDENTS BENEFITTED: 65

The Equal Opportunity Cell conducted a Seminar on Human Rights for first year B. Com

and BBA shrdents on 3/1012019. The Chief Guest, Sri.L. Shivahrmar, ad<lressed the sfirdents

about Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). He started with the quote "Recognition

of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human

family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world" Preamble of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. Sir averred that UDHR (Universal Declaration on Human

fughts) consists of Preambie and 30 articies. These 30 Articies are further divided into 4

categories: General Articles (l and 2), Civil and Political Rights (3 to 21), Economic, Social,

Cultural Rights (22 to 28) and Concluding Provisions (29 and 30) He told that articles are the

symbols ofhuman rights and fundamental freedom which give us the right to live with dignity

and to elevate our standard of living. The aim is to provide social security, adequate food and

basic fundamental rights. He connected the provisions of LIDHR to our constitution.

Sir, averred that the world's longest written constitution is Indian Constitution which was

adopted on 26th of January 1950. The Fundamental rights, Directive principles of state policies,
preamble of Indian Constitution have a close similarity with the context of UDHR in the forms

of Articles- Tndian Constinrtion generally preserves the values set 6own in the TIDHR
provisions. Fundamental rights and directive principles of state policy are discussed after lgth
December 1948, i.e. the day when UDHR was adopted. This clearly shows the impact and
influences of UDHR on the drafting of Indian Constitution.

Outcome: Students got thorough knowledge about UDHR and how it has been reflected in Our
Constitution's PART III and PART IV.
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REPORT ON INTERI'IATIONAL WOMENS DAY

MESIOM celebrated lnternational Women's Day on 9ft March 2020 and the Chief

Guest of the program was Smt. Sujatha Shanbhag, Advisor, NAAC, Bangalore and the program

was presided by the Principal Dr. Sharada.S. The program began with an invocation song and

lighting of the lamp. The Chief Guest Smt. Sujatha Shanbhag, addressing the gathering,

highlighted the importance of Women Empowerment and Gender Sensitisation. She said that

"an equal world is an enabled world" and opined that when women take the lead, they can

contribute to the development of society they are self-confident, independent and self-reliant.

Madam highlighted that the Government of India has started many programmes like 'tseti

Bachao, Beti Padao" to sensitize people about gender equality. Many Resolutions also have

been passed to support and assist women.

In her Presidential Remarks, Principal, Dr.S. Sharada, opined that the Chief Guest was a

great source of inspiration. She mentioned that the Indian Constitution uphoids equality of men

and women in all spheres of life which helps in achieving their goals. She said the equal

opprrtunities is given to women in all the fields in order to achieve greater success^

In due course of the event Mrs Veena, Accountant, was felicitated for the services

rendered to the institution. The event was attended by 580 students and ended with Vote of

Thanks and the National Anthem.
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C}ICA CA]IPUS YUUA
WORIISHCP REPCRT

Date : 4th September, 2019

Theme ofWorkshop: Gender

College: MES lnstitute of l'lanagemont, Raiajinagar

Facilitators: Renuka, Pallavi Rao and Manasa

No. of Students: I 70
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I . Change is possible and can begin with me

2. I am confident in my abitity to act to secure and protect my
rights

3. I believe that both men and women (and alternate genders)
can choose (have a right to choose) - education, work,
clothes, way of life

4. I challenge gender stereorypes

5. I know that eve teasing, beating girls and women is against
the law

6. I understand that gender violence and the different forms it
takes such as physical, sexual, psychological, economic and
socio-cultural

7. I believe that gender violence in any form is unacceptable
and not justifiable on any grounds whatsoever I resist
violence from my intimate partner / family members

Life Skills Promoted
Empathy, critical thinking, assertiven
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Felt the facilitator was

approachable and friendlY

95%

96%

92%

enioyed the Workshop

"l learnt neu/ thinEs about men and
women (gender) & that there should not
be any discrimination between men and
women.All should be treated equaily but
society doesn't accept. "

Learnt something new
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Students say

fyothi P, I't B.Com A Varsha Naidu, I't
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"Till now I never thought about gender
this deeply,Today I came to know it is
very/ very important,Thank you for that."


